**Pooch Provisions**

**Whole Peeled Banana** $3

**Ruff Rice** $3
steamed puffed rice

**Pawnut Butter Crunch & Carrot Sticks** $5
carrot sticks, peanut butter

**Cluck Cluck Woof** $7
plain grilled chicken breast

**Puppy Patty** $10
plain grilled hamburger

**Plain Flat Iron Steak** $16
steak cooked well-done

**Plain Grilled Salmon Filet** $18
grilled salmon

*Add ruff rice to any entrée for an additional $1.50

**DESSERT**

**Watermelon Cubes** $9

**Ben & Jerry's Pontch's Mix** $7
frozen treat, peanut butter, pretzel swirls

**Ben & Jerry's Rosie's Batch** $7
frozen treat, pumpkin, mini cookies

If you have a dog with existing digestive concerns or a sensitive stomach, it’s best to avoid introducing new foods into their diet, unless you’ve consulted with a veterinarian and decided to go with a homemade dog food diet approach. Always make sure to follow proper dietary guidelines for dogs with sensitive stomach, or other diet related issues. If you feel that the benefits of any of the above mentioned best human foods for dogs outweigh the risks of gastric distress for your dog (or other potential adverse effects), always be sure to check with your veterinarian first, or just avoid the specific food item altogether.